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Abstract 
The equation of a floating beam u,, + u,,,, + but = c with free-end boundary conditions is studied, using the 
variational methods. We show the existence of at least one nontrivial solution which is of the mountain-pass type. 
Also considered is the beam with one end clamped and the other end free; in this case there exist at least two 
nontrivial solutions. 
The numerical results show the presence of both small- and large-amplitude flexings. Moreover, they persist in 
the presence of small damping, and arise as solutions of an initial-value problem, thereby suggesting that some of 
these solutions have local asymptotic stability properties. 
Keywords: Nonlinear PDE; Variational method 
1. Introduction 
The effect of nonlinear oscillations in floating beams was first studied by Lazer and 
McKenna [lSl. A nonlinear model of a floating beam was considered which takes into account 
that the beam may be partly lifting out of the water or partly submerged but not both. The 
partial differential equation satisfied by a floating beam of length L will be of the form 
4 + u,xxx +6U,+bU+=c+f(x, t), 
where U = U(x, t), 0 G x G L, is the position of the beam and the ends of the beam satisfy the 
free-end boundary conditions. The constant b is a measure of the cross-section of the beam, 
and the constant 6 represents the viscous damping in the beam. 
In their paper [18], with the additional assumption that the solutions be even in t and using a 
topological method, they proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. (i) For b, < b < b,, the equation 
u,, + u,,,, + bu + = c, 
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with the free-end boundary conditions has at least two large-amplitude solutions which are euen in 
t, symmetric about the midpoint of the beam, and periodic with period 2~. Here, -b, and -b, 
are the first two negative eigenvalues of the operator 
Lu = u,, + u,,,, , 
with the same boundary conditions and symmetry restrictions. 
(ii> A similar statement is true for the equation with a small forcing term ef(x, t> so long as the 
forcing term satisfies the same symmetry restrictions. 
In this paper we would like to study the problem using the critical-point theory. We do not 
assume that u is even in t, and b is allowed to cross more than one eigenvalue. 
In Section 2, we will study the floating-beam equation. In Section 3, we will also consider a 
floating beam with one end clamped and one end free. 
2. The floating beam with free ends 
Let us now consider the following free-end boundary problem: 
u,, + u,,,, + but= c, 
u,,(O, t> = u,,(l, t> = 0, 
u,,,(O, t> = u,,$, t> = 0, 
(*I 
with 
We are interested in 2r-periodic solutions which are symmetric about the midpoint tl. For 
the moment, take I= TT. In order to approach the problem, we must gather some information 
about the operator Lu = u,, + u,,,,. 
First, consider the ordinary differential operator 
_Yy = y(4), y(2) = y(3) = 0 > when x=O,r, 
with the additional condition that y is symmetric with respect to $r. This operator is 
self-adjoint with an infinite sequence of eigenvalues Ai, and their associated eigenvectors 4i. 
The functions 4i are given by normalizing 
Ji = ai COS( ~i( x - +TT)) + bi COSh( vi( x - +n)), 
where vi are the successive zeros of tanh(tvr) + tan(+vn), ai = cosh(ivir), b, = COS($Y~~F) and 
the corresponding hi are given by hi = ~4, i > 0. For the case i = 0, A, = 0, the corresponding 
eigenfunction is C#J~ = 1 (the eigenfunction x - $T is ruled out by the symmetry condition). 
For the partial differential operator Lu = u,, + u,,,, with the free-end boundary conditions, 
the eigenvectors will be 
i 
@??I, =4%n(4 cosw)~ 
W,, =4,(x) sin(nt), 
m n > o 
’ ’ ’ 
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and corresponding eigenvalues 
A = mn --n2 + A,. 
An easy computation shows that vi rapidly approaches 2m - i, m = 1, 2,. . . , and thus Amr? 
rapidly approaches (2~ - i)” - n2. 
Let Q be the square [0, I] x [ - T, T] and H = {u E ZJQ): u symmetric about $r}; then the 
above db,,,, !Pm,, form an orthonormal basis in H. 
We want to look for weak solutions of ( *>, i.e., the solutions of the form u = C(c @ mn mn + 
d YP mn mn > with Lu E H. So the space we are working in is H with the norm ]I u II 2 = c0 + 
c I A,, I cc;, + din), and H is then compactly imbedded in L*(Q). 
2.1. A variational reduction 
Let f(u) denote the functional H + R: 
f(u) = /(+( - I u, I 2 + I u,, I ‘) + ;b I u+ I 2 - cu) dx dt, 
where the integration is taken over the region Q; then the functional f has a continuous 
Frechet derivative given by 
Df(u)z = /( -u,z, + u,,z,, + bu+z - cz) dx dt. 
If (*, +) denotes the inner product in L2, then Df(u)z = (Lu + bu+- c, z) and the solution of 
(*) coincides with solutions of Df(u) = 0. 
To find the critical points of f(u), we first reduce the problem to a problem in a 
finite-dimensional space. 
Let us rearrange the eigenvalues of L in increasing order and let A,, A_, denote the kth 
positive and negative eigenvalues of L and Qk, W,, Ck, !l_, the corresponding eigenvectors, 
and let A,, Q0 be the zero eigenvalue and the eigenvector associated with it. 
Suppose that A _n_l < -b < A Pn. Let I/ be the (2n + l&dimensional subspace spanned by 
{CD,, Q-1 )...) Cn, lyPl )“.) !Z_,J, W the orthogonal complement of V, and P : H + V the 
orthogonal projection. 
Lemma 2. Given u E K there exists a unique w E W such that 
Lw+(Z-P)b(v+w)+=o. 
Zf we denote w by O(u), then the mapping 0 : V + W is Lipschitzian. 
(1) 
Proof. Eq. (1) is equivalent to 
(L+;b)w= -(I-P)[b(v+w)+-;b(v+w)]. (2) 
The spectrum of the operator L + ib restricted to (I - P)H lies in (- ~0, A-n- 1 + ib) U 
(A1 + ib, +m>. Since A_,_, < -b <A_,, it follows that 
II@ + m Gmax IA_._,+~bl-‘, lAI+$bl~l)<(~b)-l- ( 
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So (2) is equivalent to 
w= -(L++b)~l(Z-P)bN(v+w)=K (w) c 7 
where N: H + H is defined by 
N(u)(x) = KIWI. 
(3) 
It follows that K,(w) is Lipschitzian with Lipschitz constant c = ib ll(L + ib)-’ II < 1. There- 
fore there exists a unique solution of (1). Standard arguments show that for all vi, v2 E V, 
II eb,> - ecu,) II < (c/Cl -c)> II u1 - u2 ll and the proof is complete. •I 
Lemma 3. Let 0(v) be defined as in Lemma 2. Then, 
0(tv)=Uqv), for VEV, t>o. 
Proof. Let v E V, then the corresponding O(v) satisfies 
LB(u)+(Z-P)b(v+B(v))+=O. 
It follows that for t > 0, 
Lte(v) + (I-P)b(tv +t0(v))+=O. 
The uniqueness of 19(v) then implies that O(tv) = to(v). 0 
Lemma 4. If F: V -+ R is defined by 
F(v) =f(u + e(u)), 
then F has a continuous Frkchet derivative DF( v) with respect o v, and u is a solution of ( * > if 
and only if u = v + t9( v), where v = Pu and DF( v) = 0. 
Proof. Let v E V and w E W; then, 
Df(v + O(v))w 
= I( -v,w, + v,,w,, +Pb(v + e(v))+w -cw) dx dt 
+ /( -w*wt + W)) xxwx, + (I-P)b(v + B(v))+w) dx dt=I, +I,, 
where 
z1= J(- u,w, + v,,w,, +Pb(v + e(v))+w -cw) dx dt 
and 
12 = /( -Q4twt + mm&, + (I-P)b(v + e(v))+w) dx dt. 
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Notice that for u E V, w E W, (Lu, w> = 0, so we have I, = 0. Since 0(u) satisfies 
B(U) + (I-P)b(u +0(~))+=0, in W. 
We have I, = 0. So for w E W, 
Df(U + e(U))w = 0. (4) 
Let W, be the subspace of H which is the closure of the span of the eigenfunctions 
corresponding to {Ai) with j < -n - 1 and let IV, be the closure of the span of the eigenfunc- 
tions corresponding to the positive eigenvalues. 
Fix u E I/ and consider the function h : W, X IV, + IR defined by 
h(% w2) =f(u + wr + wz). 
The function h has continuous partial Frechet derivatives D,h and D,h with respect to its first 
and second variables given by 
Qh(wr, wz)( YJ = Df( u + w1+w2)(yi), fory,Ey, i=l,2. 
Therefore, if we set 0(u) = 19,(u) + 0,(u) with 0Ju> E y., it follows from (4) that 
Dih(O,(u), e,(u)) = 0, i = 1, 2. (5) 
Consider 
(&h(w,, w2) -D,h(wI~ Y2))(% -Y*) 
= (Df( u + wr + ~2) - Df(u + wr + yz))(+ - ~2) 
= 
/( ( -I W*-Y2)r12+ I(w2-Y2)xx12 
+b((u + wr + w2)+-(I: + wr +y2)+)(w2 -y2)) dx dt 
2 /( ( -I W2-Y2)J2+ I( w2 - y2)xx I ‘) dx df = II ~2 - y2 II *. 
Here we used <UC- u,‘)(u, - u2) 2 0 for any ur, u2, and the last equality is due to the fact that 
w2, y2 are in W, where all the eigenfunctions correspond to positive eigenvalues. The above 
inequality shows that h(w,, w2) is strictly convex with respect to w2. 
Consider now 
PAW17 w2) -4h(Yl~ W2WI -Yr) 
=(W(~+W~+W~)--~(~+Y~+W~))(W~-Y~) 
= 
/( ( - Wl -y,,: + (WI -Y,)Z, 
+(b(c+w,+w2)+-h(o+yI+w2)+)(w,-yJ)dxdl 
< /( -(~1 -yr):+ (~1 -Y,):, +b(w, -YJ*) dx dt 
G b-n-1 + b)/( ~1 -YJ* dx dt < (A_,_, + b)k II w1 -yl 11 2. 
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Here k > 0 is a constant, and we used (u:- r~,‘)(r~, - uz> < (ul - u212. Since A_,_, + b < 0, 
this shows that h(w,, w,) is strictly concave with respect to the first variable. 
From (5) it follows that 
f(u + e,(v) + e,(u)) <f(u + e,(u) +Y,), for y2E w2, (6) 
with equality if and only if y2 = 0,(v), and 
f(u + 0,(u) + e,(u)) >.f(u +Y, + e,(4), for Y, E WI, (7) 
with equality if and only if y1 = e,(v). Using (6) and (7) and a variation of an argument given in 
[4], we can show that F has a continuous derivative with respect to u E I? Let u and h be in V 
and s > 0. Since F(u) = f(v + e,(u) + e,(v)), it follows from (6) and (7) that 
fcu +sh +e,(~) +e,(~+.~h)) -f(~ +e,(~) + e,(u +sh)) 
s 
~ F(u +sh) -F(v) 
s 
From the mean value theorem, there exist numbers TV, k = 1, 2, with 0 < T/, < 1, such that 
Df( u + qsh + e,(u) + e,(u + sh))(h) < 
F(u +sh) -F(v) 
<Df(u+T:sh+el(u+sh)+e2(u))(h). 
Since 8 and Of are continuous, it follows that 
lim F(” +sh) -F(u) 
s+o S 
= W(u + e,w + ~*WM)* 
This shows that F is Gateaux differentiable and the Gateaux derivative is continuous. 
Therefore, F has a continuous Frechet derivative with respect to u, which we denote by IIF( 
and according to what has been shown above, we have 
DF(u)(h) =Df(u + e(u))(h). (8) 
Suppose that there exists u0 E I/ such that IIF = 0. From (81, we have Df(ua + 0(u,>>u = 0 
for all u E V and from (4), Df(uO + 8(u,))w = 0 for all w E IV. It then follows that Df<uo + 
e(u,>) = 0 and u = u0 + e(u,) is a solution of (*). 
Conversely our reasoning shows that if u is a solution of ( * > and u = Pu, then DF(u) = 0. 
0 
2.2. Properties of the reduced functional 
Having reduced the problem to a finite-dimensional space V, we can from now on concen- 
trate on the functional F(u), whose critical points, by Lemma 4, correspond to the weak 
solutions of ( * >. 
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2.2.1. The Palais-Srnale condition 
In the following lemma, we verify that F(u) satisfies the Palais-Smale condition. 
Lemma 5. The functional F(u) satisfies the Palais-Smale condition. 
Proof. Since I/ is a finite-dimensional space, it is enough to show that for each sequence 
(uk} E V such that F(u,) is bounded and IIF -+ 0 the sequence { II uk II) is bounded. 
Assuming the contrary, there exists a sequence {uk) E V, and F(u,) is bounded, DF(u,) + 0, 
but II uk II + ~0 as k + ~0. Since IIF + 0, for each fixed u E V, DF(v,)v -+ 0 as k + 03. In 
particular, when u = 1, 
this implies 
lim /(b( uk + O(U~))+) dx dt = /C dx dt > 0. 
k+m 
(9) 
Let zk = uk/ 11 uk 11; then {zk} is a bounded sequence, but since I/ is a finite-dimensional 
space, {zk} has a convergent subsequence, still called zk, and zk -+ z0 E I/. By the continuity of 
6(u), @zk) + e(zO>. If we let uk = zk + e(zk), then uk --$ z0 + e(z,> = Ug. 
Since IIF goes to zero, so does DF(v,)v/(l vk 11: 
V 
- = 
Of (Vk) II Vk II +b[vk;V~‘[;k)]+v-cj&,] dxdt 
V 
= 
-(zk)tvt + (zk)xxVxx + b(zk + e(zk))+v - ‘- 
II Vk II 
dx dt. 
Letting k -+ m, we get 
/(-(z&u, + (z&x% + b(zO + e(z,,))+v) dx dt = 0. 
This, together with the fact that 
(10) 
Le(zo) + (I-+(z, + e(q)+= 0 
implies that u,, = z0 + e(z,) satisfies 
Lu+bu+=O 
with the boundary conditions. Note that the only solution to the above equation is the negative 
constant, so the sequence uk converges to u0 = const. < 0. 
Let E, =(x: u,(x) > 0); then ,uU(E,J --) 0 as n + 03. 
From (9), jb(v, + e(U,))+dx dt is convergent, for given E > 0. There exists an N such that 
whenever m, n > N, 
I/ b(v, + e(vJ)+dx dt - j-b@, + e(v,J)+dx dt < ;E. 
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Fix an m > N, take IZ > N so large that 
/ ( 
b u, + e(u,))+ dx dt < ;E; 
E, 
then, 
0 < b(u, + B(u,))+dx dt 
/ 
&+&=E. 
This means 
lim b(un + O(U,))’ dx dt = 0, 
??+a / 
but (9) shows lim, ,Jb( U, + 0( u,)) + dx dt = /c dx dt > 0. Thus we have a contradiction, and 
therefore the Palais-Smale condition is satisfied by F(u). 0 
2.2.2. A local minimum 
The obvious solution of ( * > is u0 = c/b. Since u0 E V, it follows that u,, = ua, 19(v,> =0, and 
F(q)) = j($,2 - cu,) dx dt = -/($u$ dx dt. We now claim that it is a local minimum. 
Lemma 6. The point u0 = c/b is a strict local point of the minimum of F(v). 
Proof. Let T be the mapping V+ V: T(u) =P(v + 0(v))‘. Then T(v) is continuous and 
T(u,) = P(u, + 0(u,>)‘= u0 > 0. Since I/ is finite-dimensional, there exists a neighborhood 
B,(v,) of v0 such that 
T(v) > 0, for v EBJv,,). 
So, if u EB,(v,), then P(v + 13(u)>‘= v and 
F(u) - F(%) 
= 
/( ( ; - I u, I 2 + I u,, 
I”)+ ~b/P(v+O(v))+12-cv) dxdt+fb/(u;)dxdt 
= 
JC ( 3 - I u, I 2 + I u,, I “) + +bv2 - cv + +bv,2) dx dt 
= +(Lv, u) + /(fbv2 - bu,u + ;bu;) dx dt 
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= +(L(v -v,), (v - vo)) + /$b(v - L:~)~ dx dt 
>~(A-n+b)llu-u,l12. 
Since A_, + b > 0, this shows that F(u,) is a strict local minimum. 0 
2.3. The main theorem 
Theorem 7. For A_,_, < -b <A_,, Eq. (*I has at least two solutions. 
The proof of the theorem requires the following. 
Theorem 8 (Mountain-pass theorem) (Ambrosetti-Rabinowitz [2]). Let E be a real Banach 
space and I E C’( E, R) satisfying the Palais-Smale condition. Suppose I(O) = 0 and (I,) there 
are constants p, cy > 0 such that I I as, 2 a, and (I,) there is an e E E \B, such that I(e) < 0. 
Then I possesses a critical value c > (Y. Moreover, the critical level c can be characterized as 
c = inf max I(u), 
g=r U l d[O,ll) 
where 
I= {gEC([O, 11, E)Is(O) =O, g(l) =e}. 
In order to apply the mountain-pass theorem to the functional F(v), we need the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 9. There exists a point Cc E V such that 
F( t.6) + --co, as t+m. 
Proof. Consider the function F : V -+ IF! defined by 
f(v) = /(+( - I vfl + I v,, 1’ + +b I P(v + B(v))+ I ‘) dx dt. 
Let 6 = -1 + vi, where vi E V\{@,} with 11 vi I] so small that - 1 + u1 < 0; it follows then 
that 8(G) = 0, and 
F(G) = /(+( - 16, I 2 + 1 fixx I 2 + ;b I P(t; + t3(5))+ I “) dx dt 
= i(Ltj, E;) = i(Lv,, vl) < iA_, II Vl II 2 < 0. 
Notice that for t > 0, F(tv) = t21?v), 
F(G) =F(tfi) - / tcEc dx dt = t2@) -t/&j dx dt, 
which goes to --co as t + m, which proves the lemma. El 
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Proof of Theorem 7. Since the functional F satisfies the Palais-Smale condition, and by Lemma 
4, uO = c/b is a local minimum of F(U), after a simple translation, condition (1,) in the 
mountain-pass theorem (Theorem 8) is satisfied. Since, by Lemma 9, F(ti?) + -03, it follows 
immediately that (I,) is also satisfied. We can then apply the mountain-pass theorem to F(u) 
and it gives a critical value of F which is greater than F(u,); therefore ( *) has at least two 
different solutions. q 
3. The beam with one end clamped and one end free 
In this section we consider the case when the beam is fixed at one end at the equilibrium 
level while floating in water. The equation it satisfies is almost the same as before; only the 
boundary conditions have changed. Some of the discussions here are similar to those in the 
previous section, and we use the same notations for the space, functions, etc. which are now 
redefined. The reason for studying this problem is that it appears to be similar to asymmetric 
solutions which were observed numerically in the floating-beam experiments (see Fig. 1). 
3.1. The equation and the boundary conditions 
We now consider the following: 
I utt + Urrxx (**I 
Fig. 1. Asymmetric flexing that results from the symmetric forcing term on a free-end beam. 
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with 
If we want to look for the periodic solutions with period 2~, we have to look at the ordinary 
differential operator 
-49y = y(4), Y (0) = Y’(0) = 0, y@)(1) =y@)(l) = 0. 
The eigenvalues of _Fy = /ly are now given by /Ii = ~4, i > 0, where vi are zeros of 
tan(&rrv) - coth(&v) and tan($v) + coth($rv). Let 4i denote the corresponding eigenfunc- 
tions. They are given by normalizing 
ii = a, cos(vi( x - ;r)) + bj cosh(vj(x - &r)). 
When i = 0, v = 0 is not an eigenvalue in this case since the boundary condition y(O) = 0 
rules out any nonzero constants. It is known from ODE theory that the first eigenfunction 41 is 
positive in our case. 
The eigenfunctions of Lu = u,, + u,,,, with the same boundary conditions can be written as 
r @mn = h?l(x) cos(4, Pm, =4,(x) sin(nt), m > 1 n > o ’ ’ ’ ’ 
and corresponding eigenvalues 
A = mn --n2+i,. 
Let Q be the square [0, I] x [-T, T] and H = (u E L,(Q): u symmetric about $r}; then the 
above Qm,, !Pm,, form an orthonormal basis in H. 
We want to look for weak solutions of (* * 1, that is, solutions of the form u = C(c,,@,, + 
d,,?P,J with Lu E H. So the space we are working in is H with the norm ]I u I] 2 = c0 + 
Cl Amn Kc:, + d&J, and H is then compactly imbedded in L,(Q). 
Note that zero is not an eigenvalue now and the eigenfunction is no longer constant. The 
first negative eigenvalue in this case is -0.873, which corresponds to m = 1, y1 = 1, and the 
second negative eigenvalue is -3.873 when m = 1, n = 2. As before we rearrange the 
eigenvalues of L and let A,, A_, denote the kth positive and negative eigenvalues; then the 
following is easy to verify via the contraction, fixed-point theorem. 
Theorem 10. If 0 < b < -A _ 1, the solution of ( * * > is unique. 
However, if the value of b is increased, then we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 11. For -A _ 1 < b < -A _2, Eq. ( * * > has at least two nontrivial solutions. 
is analogous to that of the free-end boundary case. 
the function H + R! defined by 
The proof of Theorem 11 
Again we let f(u) denote 
f(u)=lji(-lu,12+ 1 ux, I”) +;bi(u+ ;)+I’-cu) dxdt; 
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then f has a continuous Frechet derivative given by 
and if (*, -1 denotes the inner product in L2, then Df(u)z = (Lu + b(u + c/b)+- c, z> and the 
solution of ( *) coincides with solutions of Df(u) = 0. Then we follow the similar procedure as 
in Section 2 and apply the mountain-pass theorem to find the critical points. But first we need 
the following lemma. 
Lemma 12. For 0 G b < -A _ 2, the equation 
Lu+bu+=O 
with the boundary conditions has only the nontrivial solution in H. 
(11) 
The proof of Lemma 12 requires the following theorem which was proved in [16]. 
Theorem 13. Let H = L,(R). Assume that L : 9(L) c H + H is a linear, se[f-adjoint operator 
which possesses two closed invariant subspaces H, and H, = Ht. Let u denote-the spectrum 
and ai the spectrum of L I ,+ i = 1, 2, u = u1 U u2. Let af/az = f, be piecewise smooth 
assume that f, E [a, b] for all u E [w and x E CI. 
If [a, b] n u2 = (d and if the Nemytzki operator u * Fu = f(u(x), x> maps HI into itself, 
every solution of 
Lu = f(u, x), in H, 
is in H,. 
ofL 
and 
then 
Proof of Lemma 12. Let H, be the space spanned by {$r cos nt, $1 sin nt, n = 0, 1, 2,. . . , and 
let H,=Ht. Since +r is positive, it is easy to verify that bu+ maps H, to H,. Since the 
interval (A _2, 0) does not intersect with u2 which is the spectrum of L I Hz, by Theorem 13, the 
solution of 
Lu+bu+=O, in H, 
is in H,, hence it is of the form y(t)+(x), with y(t) satisfying 
y”+h,+by+=O. 
Any nontrivial periodic solution of this equation is periodic with period n/(b + i11112 + 
~/(h,)‘/~ # 27r. This shows there is no nontrivial solution of (11). 0 
3.2. Reduction to finite-dimensional spaces 
As before, we first reduce the problem to a finite-dimensional space problem. Let I/ be the 
two-dimensional subspace spanned by {@ _ 1, YP_~}, and W the orthogonal complement of V, 
and let P : H -+ I/ be the orthogonal projection. 
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Lemma 14. Given u E V, there exists a unique w E W such that 
Lw+(Z-P)b(c+w+k)+=c, 
where k = c/b. If we denote w by 13(v), then the mapping 8 : V -+ W is Lipschitzian. 
(12) 
Proof. Eq. (12) is equivalent to 
(L+;b)w= -(I-P)[b(n+w+k)+-;b(n+w+k)-$1. (13) 
The spectrum of the operator L + ib restricted to (I - P)H lies in (-co, A _2 + ib) u 
(A, + ib, + ~1. Since A P2 < -b < h _1, it follows that 
ll(L+;b)-‘II ( <max (A_,+$-‘, Ih,+$-‘)<(@-l. 
So (13) is equivalent to 
w= -(L+;b)-l(I-P)(bN(u+w+k)-~c)=K,,(w) > 
where N: H + H is defined by 
N@(x)) = +I U(X) I. 
(14) 
It follows that K,,(w) is Lipschitzian with Lipschitz constant C = ib ll(L + ib1-l II < 1. There- 
fore there exists a unique solution of (12). A standard argument shows that for all ul, u2 E V, 
II 0(u,> - Hu,) I G (C/(1 - C>> I u1 - u2 I and the proof is complete. q 
With the help of Lemma 14, we can now reduce the functional f(u) to a functional in V. 
Lemma 15. If E : V + R is defined by 
F(n) =f(u + ~(n>>, 
then F has a continuous Frechet derinatice DF( u> with respect to u and u is a solution of ( * * > if 
and only if u = u + e(u), where u = Pu and DF(n) = 0. 
Proof. Let pi E V,, and w E W. Lemma 14 then yields a 6(u) E W; then, 
Df(u + t+))w 
+/(-wtwt + (W) xxwXx+(I-P)b(u+B(u)+k)+w-cwjdxdt 
= I, + I,. 
Notice that for u E V, w E W, (Lu, w) = 0, so we have I, = 0. Since, by Lemma 14, e(u) 
satisfies 
LB(u)+(I-P)b(u+t)(n)+k)+=c, inW. 
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We have I2 = 0. So for w E W, 
Df( U + 0( U))W = 0. (15) 
Let W, be the subspace of H which is the closure of the span of the eigenfunctions 
corresponding to {Ai} with j G - 2 and let W. be the closure of the span of the eigenfunctions 
corresponding to the positive eigenvalues. 
Fix u E I/ and consider the function h : W, X W, -+ R’ defined by 
h(w,, w2) =f(u + w1+ w2). 
The function h has continuous partial FrCchet derivatives D,h and D2h with respect to its first 
and second variables given by 
D,h(w,,~,)(y~)=Df(u+w,+w,)(y~), fory,Eq, i=l,2. 
Therefore, if we set e(u) = e,(u) + 0,(u) with ei(u) E q, it follows from (15) that 
Qh(B,(u), 02(u)) = 0, i = 1, 2. 
Consider 
(16) 
(&h(w,7 %) -&h(w,7 Y2))(% -Yz) 
=(~f(~+~~+~~)-~f(~+~l+Y*))(~*-Y*) 
= 
/( ( 
- I w2 -Y& I 2 + I (w2 -Y& I 2 
+b((z~+w,+w~+k)+-(~+wr+y~+k)+)(w~-y2))dxdt 
> /( ( -I w2 -y2)t12+ I@, - y2)xx I ‘) dx: dt = II ~2 -y2 II 2. 
Here we used <UC- u~)(u, - u2) 2 0 for any ur, u2 and the fact that both w2 and y2 are in W, 
in which all the eigenfunctions correspond to positive eigenvalues. The above inequality shows 
that h(w,, w2) is strictly convex with respect to w2. 
Consider now 
(4h(w17 w2) - 4h(YD W2NWl -Yd 
= (Of@ + WI +w2) -mu +y1+ W2))(% -Y,) 
= 
/( ( - w1 -YX + (w1 -YL 
+(b(v+w,+w, +k)+-b(u+y,+w,+k)+)(w,-y,))dxdt 
G JC ( - w1-Y$+(w, -Y,):, + b(w, -Y,)‘) dx dt 
G W,+h)/( w1 -y,)’ dx dt < (A, + b)C 11 wr -Y, iI 2. 
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Here we used (LL:- LL,‘)(LL, - uz> < (ul - u2>*. Since h_2 + b < 0, this shows that h(w,, w2) is 
strictly concave with respect to the first variable. 
From (16) it follows that 
f(u + e,(u) + &(u>) <f(u + 4(u) +Y& for y2 E w2, (17) 
with equality if and only if yz = 0,(u), and 
j+ +0,(u) + 0,(u)) >f(u +Y, + I,), for y1 E WY (18) 
with equality if and only if y, = 0,(u). Using (17) and (18) and a variation of an argument given 
in [4], we can show that F has a continuous derivative with respect to u E I/. Let u and h be in 
V and s > 0. Since F(u) =f(u + 0,(u) + d,(u)>, it follows from (17) and (18) that 
f(u+sh+r?,(u)+8,(u+sh))-f(u+B,(u)+8,(u+sh)) 
s 
~ F(u +A) -F(u) 
From the mean value theorem, there exist numbers rk, k = 1, 2, with 0 < T/, < 1, such that 
Df( u + T1sh + e,(u) + e,( u + sh))( h) < 
F(u+sh)-F(u) 
S 
<Df(~+r~sh+6~(~+sh)+~~(~))(h). 
Since 8 and Of are continuous, it follows that 
lim F(u + w -F(u) 
s-0 S 
=m +w> +~*w)w 
This shows that F is Gateaux differentiable and the Gateaux derivative is continuous. 
Therefore, F has a continuous FrCchet derivative with respect to u, which we denote by DF(u), 
and according to what has been shown above, we have 
DF(u)(h) =Df(u + e(u))(h). (19) 
Suppose that there exists u0 E V such that DF(u,,) = 0. From (191, we have Df(uO + t9(u,>>v 
= 0 for all u E I/, and from (15) Df<u, + @v,>)w = 0 for all w E IV. It then follows that 
Of< u0 + 0( uO)) = 0 and u = u0 + t9( ur,) is a solution of ( * * 1. 
Conversely our reasoning shows that if u is a solution of ( * *) and u = Pu, then DF(u) = 0. 
This concludes the proof of the lemma. q 
3.3. Some properties of F(u) 
In this section we shall discuss further the properties of the reduced functional F(u). 
First we show that F(u) satisfies the Palais-Smale condition. Suppose {v,) is a sequence in V 
such that DF(u,) -+ 0 and that F(u,) is bounded; then, 
11 DF( un) II 11 u, II 2 I DF( q&, I 
= I(Lu,, %) + (b(% + e(u,) +k)+, L:,) - (CT UJ I 
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amin(lL,I, IL,+ ~l}II~,ll*. 
The last inequality shows that (un} is a bounded sequence and since I/ is a finite-dimensional 
space, {u,} must possess a convergent subsequence. The Palais-Smale condition is then 
satisfied. 
3.3.1. A local minimum 
Notice that ( * *) has an obvious solution u = 0. This is the case when the beam is floating on 
the water. On the other hand, if u = 0, then 13(u) = 0, so one would expect that the correspond- 
ing critical point for F(u) is u = 0. Indeed it is easy to see that DF(0) = 0, and F(0) = 0 is a 
critical point. Since I/ is a finite-dimensional space, there exists E > 0 such that 11 u 11 < E will 
imply u + k > 0; this in turn will imply (U + k)+= u + k. Therefore, when u is in this ball of 
radius E, we have 0(u) = 0 and 
F(U) = ;(,!a, u) + ;b/( I P(u + e(u) + k)+ I “) dx dt 
= +(Lu, u) + +bju* dx dt > 0, 
with equality if and only if u = 0. This means zero is a local minimum of F(u). 
3.3.2. The global behavior of F(u) 
About the global behavior of F(v), we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 16. Let b,= lh_,l; thenforany c>O andany O<b<b,, F(U)-+ --coas Ilull +w- 
Proof. Consider 
&(u, b)=F(u) =f(u + &(u>), 
and let c vary but remain positive and 0 < b < b,. For c = 0, 
F&I, b) = ;(L u, v) + +bj( I J’( u + B&I))+ I “) dx dt, 
where 0,(u) is the solution of 
Lw+(I-Y)b(u+w)+=O. PO) 
The critical points of F&v, b) correspond to the solutions of 
Lu+bu+=O (21) 
with the appropriate boundary conditions. From Lemma 12 we know the equation has a unique 
solution for 0 < b < b,. 
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Recall that (Lu, u) < 0 for all u E I/. If b = 0, then F,( U, 0) = ~(Lu, v) + -CC as (1 u 11 -+ 03. 
We claim that for any 0 < b < b,, F,( u, b) + --03 as 11 u 11 + 03. It is easy to see that 
0,(tu) = to,(u), for any t > 0; 
it then follows that 
F&u, b) = t2Fo(u, b). 
So, in order to prove the claim, we first show that F,( u, b) < 0 on the unit ball for any b in this 
range. Suppose it is false. Then, since F&U, b) depends continuously on b, and since 
F&U, 0) < 0 for all u # 0, there exists a smallest number b’ and a u0 # 0 such that 
F,(u,, b’) = 0 and FO(u, b’) < 0, for u # 0, uO. 
Then this u0 is a local maximum of F&U, b’) but the equation 
Lu+b’u+=O 
has a unique solution. This contradiction shows F&U, b) < 0 on the unit ball. From F,(tu) + 
t’F,(u) it follows immediately that 
FO(u, b) + -co, as 11 u 11 + ~0, 
for any b in this range. Because F,(u, b) depends continuously on c, it follows that 
F,(u, b) + -m, as II u 11 -j ~0, 
for any c > 0 and any 0 < b < b,. This finishes the proof of the lemma. •I 
In order to prove Theorem 11, the following lemma is used. 
Lemma 17 (Deformation lemma). Let E be a real Banach space. Suppose that I E C’(E, R> and 
satisfies the Palais-Smale condition. For s, c E R, let K, = {u E E I I(u) = c and I’(u) = 0) and 
A, = (u E E I I(u) G s). If E > 0, and B is any neighborhood of K,, then there exists an E E (0, E) 
and q E C([O, l] x E, E) such that 
(1) ~(0, U) = u for all u E E; 
(2) q(t, u) = u for all t E [0, 11 if I(u) G [c - E, c + El; 
(3) v(t, u> is a homeomorphism of E onto E for each t E [O, 11; 
(4) II T(t, u> - u II G 1 for all t E [O, 11 and u E E; 
(5) I(q(t, u)) G Z(u) for all t E [O, 11 and u E E; 
(6) ~(1, A,+,\@ CA,_,; 
(7) If K, = 0, ~(1, A,,,) CA-~; 
(8) If I(u) is euen in u, then v(t, u) is odd in u. 
The proof can be found in [23]. 
Proof of Theorem 11. Since zero is a local minimum of F(u), we can find a small ball B around 
zero such that F(u) > E > 0 on the boundary of B; thus (I,) in the mountain-pass theorem is 
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satisfied. By Lemma 16, F(u) + - 00, we can pick a point e such that e E V\B and F(e) < 0, 
so (1,) is also satisfied. Hence the mountain-pass theorem will yield a critical value 
cr = inf max F(u), (22) 
g=r tiE&?([O,ll) 
with (Y > 0, where 
r = {g E C( [O, 11, E) I g(O) = 0, g(l) = e). 
So we can now say F(u) has at least two critical points. 
On the other hand, since F(v) E C1(V, R>, max.,. F(u) exists and is a critical value of F. 
Therefore there exists a point u1 such that 
F(q) = ~JII; F(u), DF(u,) = 0. 
If max u E vF( u) # cr, then it is clear that it has three different critical points, and the theorem 
is proved. However it remains to show that this is also the case when max, E .F(v) = CX, that is, 
there exists in this case another critical point u0 # ui. 
We prove this by contradiction. Let B, be a small ball in V around u1 such that F(u) G F(u,) 
for u E B, and let 
cr’ = inf max F(u), 
CC Er u Eg([O,ll) 
where 
Then we have (Y = cy’. Indeed (Y G (Y’ since r’ c r; on the other hand, F(u,) = max F(u) implies 
that (Y’ G (Y. Suppose ui is the only critical point at level (Y, i.e., K, = {u,]. 
Fix E < $, let E = V and B, = d; then the deformation lemma will yield q and E E (0, E). 
Take a path g ET’ such that max,F(u) <E + a; then g[O, l] CA,+,\@, but A,,, =A, 
because cx is the maximum, and max,F(v) G (Y for the same reason. Let gi(t) = ~(1, g(t)>. 
Since g(O) = 0, F(O) = 0 $?A [CI - -, E (Y + E], we have g,(O) = ~(1, g(0)) =g(O) = 0; similarly, g(l) 
= e < 0 implies g(1) G [a - -, E cr + E] and g,(l) = ~(1, g(l)) = g(l) = e. Therefore, g, E r. 
From the deformation lemma 17, g,([O, 11) CA,_,, which means 
max F(u)<a-E<(Y, 
u Eg,([o,ll) 
but this is a contradiction to (22). This shows there exists another critical point at level Q. 
So we have shown that F(u) has at least three different critical points, which by our earlier 
arguments implies that ( * *> has at least two weak solutions aside from the trivial one. 0 
3.4. Some numerical results 
Here we discuss the solutions of ( * *> numerically. We search for periodic solutions by 
solving the initial-value problem for various initial values and allowing the solution to run for 
large time. If there is a unique periodic solution, then it is reasonable to hope that after large 
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Fig. 2. Small oscillation with A = 2.0 and p = 3.0. 
Fig. 3. Large oscillation with A = 2.0 and I* = 3.0. 
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time, the solution will have converged to it. Again we have little interest in the intermediate 
values of the solution to the initial-value problem, only the eventual long-time behaviour. 
We solve the equation 
u,, + UK,,, + o.o2u, + 3u+= 10 +f(x, t) (23) 
under a variety of assumptions on the interval, on f and on the initial values. The finite-dif- 
ference method used is implicit in the linear part and explicit in the nonlinear part and in the 
forcing term. 
Let u,k = u(ih, k At), i = 0, 1,. . . , N, k = 0, 1, 2,. . . , be the discretization of u(x, t), and let 
Uk = <u;, u;, . . . ) uk)’ and Fk = (f,f, f:, . . . , f$;>‘; then we discretize (23) as follows: 
Uk+’ + 0.02 At Uk+’ + d4Uk+’ 
= 2Uk - Uk-’ - 0.02 At Uk-’ + (- 18(U+)k + Fk + W)(At)*, 
where A is the matrix 
(24) 
7 -4 1 
-4 6 -4 1 
1 -4 6 -4 1 
1 -4 6 -4 1 
1 -4 5 -2 
2 -4 2 
Fig. 4. Small oscillation of a shorter beam with forcing term A cos pt sin ~ITX. 
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Fig. 5. Large oscillation of a shorter beam with forcing term A cos pit sin 27rx. 
Our forcing term was generally of the form (A sin put)b( x). Thus, for fixed 4(n), we would 
vary A and p and observe the long-term solutions. 
A natural choice of C#J(X> would be sin($rx/L), which would induce a small flexing with one 
end fixed, as long as the oscillation remained in the linear range. This is shown in Fig. 2 where 
A is taken to be 2.0 and p is 3.0. Fig. 3 is a large oscillation produced by exactly the same 
forcing term. 
Figs. 4 and 5 show the vibration of a shorter beam, with the forcing term f= A cos ,ut 
sin 27~x, again the small- and large-amplitude oscillations co-exist. It is also observed that 
decreasing the frequency p will increase the amplitude of the oscillation. 
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